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About 
Sewa International

Sewa International as a premier non-profit, 
would live in a world of equality, where 
everyone is happy, enjoys good health, has 
equal growth opportunities and lives in 
balance with nature. In the event of any 
disaster, Sewa International will be called in 
and be among the first to serve.

Sewa International serves humanity in distress, 
aids local communities, and promotes 
volunteerism. We engage our beneficiaries to be 
agents of change in development and strive to 
make progress broad-based.

Sewa International is an organization with a mission to nurture institutions of social impact and serve
humanity. In our two decades of work, we have worked across the length and breadth of the nation to
inculcate the spirit of Sewa as a means for societal transformation or Parivartan. Our direct projects
span across India, and globally across 25+ countries as the ‘Sewa’ movement.

Vision Mission



“It is a privilege to serve mankind, for this is wor-
ship of God. God is here, in all these human souls. He 
is the soul of man.”
- Swami Vivekananda

Sewa International is based on the principle of “Sewa 
Hi Parmo-Dharma”, which means “Service is the 
Highest Religion.” As we commemorate 25 years of 
service, our presence is felt in more than 25 coun-
tries. Started with disaster management, Sewa Inter-
national expanded to address every aspect of relief 
and rehabilitation, including healthcare, agriculture, 
livelihood, education, and the environment.

Future generations will remember that countries with 
sophisticated medical equipment and world-class 
medical facilities were short on ventilators, medicines, 
doctors, and hospitals when a deadly pandemic hit.
 We have served with humility and dedication during
and after the pandemic to create a world with a vision
 of healthcare for all. 

This year, we have laid the foundation of the much-awaited Centre of Excellence at Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Marg, ITO, New Delhi.
Shri Hardeep Singh Puri, Minister of Petroleum and Natural Gas, Housing and Urban Affairs, and other dignitaries graced the
occasion with their presence. This centre would serve as the headquarters for all national and global Sewa International
associates. 
A couple of conferences opened the doors of new reflections for us. At the disaster management conference, extremely
experienced panellists graced the sessions with their knowledge, which broadly encompassed disaster management before,
during, and after a disaster to envision the development of an ethos of prevention, mitigation, preparedness, and response. We
realized that we still had a long way to go. Our initiatives, whether on disaster relief or livelihood and rehabilitation are nothing
but stepping stones. 
Looking back on 25 years of Sewa International, we are humbled as well as elated about our accomplishments. Our vision for the
coming year is to impact 8 million people’s lives through more initiatives for mankind. I would like to thank all of our partners,
donors, and stakeholders for their ongoing commitment and support, which is critical for creating a sustainable society. The
assurance of your support provides us with the necessary strength to innovate and deliver more.
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Help in distress: A woman is 
undergoing checkup when a Mobile 
Medical Unit has arrived at her village.

Scan Me
to know more 

about MMU 
Project







Sewa 
Aarogyam

SAATH

 Villages

Patients

27,134  Patients

53,992
Calls

72

35,600

Mobilization is essentially a
process for reaching out to
different sectors of a
community and creating
partnerships in order to focus
on, and address specific
community issues and generate
awareness around it.

These MMUs are equipped 
with machines to provide 
facilities related to 
pathology,radiology, 
cardiology, pharmacy, and
other emergency aids.

SAATH (Supportive Action Across
Telemedicine and Healthcare) is
a public health initiative to
enable access to best-in-class
healthcare with telephonic and
video-calling-based consulting.

Sewa Aarogyam, a mobile 
medical unit does 24 rounds a 
month to the predetermined 
villages to reach the unreached.



Bhotiya community has been
traditionally making woollen
handicrafts. Sewa International
helps them with tools and
techniques to improve
production.

Sewa International has been 
organising medical camps in 
Karnataka, Maharashtra, Delhi, 
etc. to provide basic health 
checkups.

Table looms, spinning wheels,
and wool has been provided by
Sewa to make handicrafts. Their
products will eventually be linked
to markets.

The health camps are a part of
assessing the needs of the
community so that better
health projects are organised
according to the needs of the
people.

Health 
Camps

Wool 
Craft

Camps

Women artisans
 

Patients
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A group of farmers receive 
training regularly to understand 
the details of Integrated Fish 
Farming.

Traditional farming practices 
with the aid of transformational 
tools improves production and 
help sustain biodiversity.

Integrated Fish Farming is 
aimed at serving tribal farmers of 
Tripura as their livelihood 
depends on poultry, pig rearing, 
and livestock rearing.

Harela promotes organic
farming in the difficult terrain of
Uttarakhand. Farmers are
supported by tools, training, and
equipment.

HARELA

Integrated 
Fish Farming

HL

Fish farmers
 

Farmers 

Villages
 

Training sessions

100

1537

6

73



The Conference on Disaster
management was aimed at
networking and collaboration
amongst various stakeholders
and partner organizations.

Sewa volunteers rose to the
occasion during the Ukraine
conflict by helping refugees
cross the border or
accommodating them in
refugee camps.

Each aspect of disaster
management from core to
peripheral, from human-centric
to technological intervention was
discussed.

Small initiatives like food and water
distribution with counselling have
been the key highlights of Sewa
International’s efforts.

Ukraine  
Crisis 

Conference

Participants

People assisted in 
crossing the border

 

Distinguished
panelists

Requests received 
on Sewa helpline

 

290

35,000

40

2534



DISASTER 
MANAGEMENT

Sewa International’s humble journey in the field of social
service began by providing relief during natural
calamities and disaster-struck regions. Sewa
International is blessed to pass on services as rescue,
relief and rehabilitation to over 2 Million people in last
25 years.

 
We have been able to support and provide rescue, relief
and rehabilitation during Flood/Cloud Brust,
Earthquake, Tsunami/Cyclone, Disease outbreaks and
Drought. From the Gujarat earthquake in 2001, Indian
Ocean Tsunami in 2004, Uttarakhand floods in 2013,
Chennai foods in 2015, Kerala floods in 2018, Cyclone
fani in Odisha to the floods in 2019 across many states
till prevailing Coronavirus disease outbreak situation,
Sewa International volunteers have always been the first
ones on the ground, rescuing and providing relief.

1,19,826

1,35,366 32

329
Food kits 

Health and Hygiene 
kits 

Ventilators 

Oxygen plants



Concentrators

Ventilators

O2 Plants

COVID Sewa 



Disaster Management
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With the loss of livelihood or death of the sole earning
member of the family, many were facing challenges to earn
two meals a day. Under that circumstances, Sewa
International took the initiative to help people with ration
kits. We made sure that no one sleeps hungry during such a
severe disaster.

Grappling with the second wave of the pandemic, Sewa
International observed the need for PPE kits and Oximeters for
hospitals and general use. These pieces of equipment were
essential to combat the early onset of the infection. A lot of
patients had taken early prevention and detection measures and
reduced the burden on the hospitals.

Sewa In COVID-19
Ration Kits

PPE and Pulse oximeters

Equipments (PPEs) are protective gears designed to safeguard the health
of workers by minimizing the exposure to a biological agent.

Sewa recognised the importance of ration kits distribution as people were
deprived of basic necessities during the second wave of COVID-19.

Volunteers with their selfless service alleviated the severity of the pandemic.

Ration kits
1,19,826

PPE Kits

Pulse oximeters

1,96,000+

2,33,000+



Disaster Management
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Horrific images of people running to procure oxygen cylinders
were quite frequent at the time of the second wave of the
pandemic. Sewa International had decided to install oxygen
plants at different locations in the country. 32 oxygen plants
were planned to commence with the support of Sewa USA, UK,
Australia, and Canada. An oxygen plant is a technology that
purifies and segregates up to 96% of the oxygen in the air which
can further be used for various health purposes. Each oxygen
plant is of a different capacity depending upon the requirement
of the local population. Surplus oxygen can be used to fill up the
cylinders to be circulated further.

Medical kits (Aarogya Kits) were distributed during the second
wave of COVID-19. The kits had generic medicines,
thermometers, masks, and sanitisers that helped people stop
the spread of COVID-19. A total of 1,35,366 medical kits were
distributed throughout India.

Medical Kits

Oxygen Plants

Medical kits empower people as well as healthcare infrastructure for basic
cure of ailments.

Volunteers formed an essential part of the medical kits distribution.

Oxygen Plants across India were set up to manage the devastating impact
caused by COVID-19.

32

1,35,366

Oxygen Plants 

Medical Kits
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Disaster Management

Creating an Impact

O2 Concentrators

Dipu Konwar, 35-year-old from Dolbagoan, Charaideo, Assam lives with his family. 
He persisted in fever and had a body ache. He had undergone an RT PCR test on 26th July 2021 and tested positive for COVID.
As his health got deteriorated, he was admitted to the nearest COVID centre which was Assam medical college and hospital,
Dibrugarh. Initially, he did not require oxygen and was discharged from the hospital. 
Later, he needed oxygen support as his condition degenerated. For his requirement of a five-litre external oxygen
concentrator, he approached Sewa International. He had heard about Sewa International and its contribution to providing
oxygen concentrators free of cost to needy patients. He was very satisfied with the process of getting an oxygen concentrator
along with the quality of the concentrator. 
Mr. Dipu Kumar got teary-eyed while sharing his story. He was really obliged to Sewa International and he felt that Sewa had
saved his life. 

The shortfall in oxygen supply caused due to the surge in COVID-19 cases led to a panic situation in the country. This absence
is particularly visible in hospitals around Delhi, Mumbai, and other big cities.
Patients in home isolation suffered due to the cost of refilling a cylinder or renting an oxygen concentrator. Sewa
International took the onus to tackle the situation by delivering oxygen concentrators throughout India.

O2 Concentrators 
10,000+
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Disaster Management

A ventilator is a device that supports or takes over the 
breathing process, pumping air into the lungs. People who 
stay in intensive care units (ICU) may need the support of a 
ventilator. This includes people with severe COVID-19 
symptoms. Sewa International’s extensive distribution of 
ventilators had reduced the burden on the hospitals during 
the critical period of the second wave.

Ventilator support

During the second wave of the pandemic, ventilators distributed by Sewa
International proved a blessing for the patients.

Sewa distributed oxygen concentrators throughout India so that oxygen
shortage can be dealt with easily.

Sewa International was a part of extensive distribution of ventilators
thus empowering hospitals.

Minister of State for Finance of India, Sh. Anurag Thakur flagging off  the
distribution of oxygen concentrators.

329
Ventilators 
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Oxygen concentrators proved to be a life saviour at the time
of pandemic.

People groaning in pain due to lack of oxygen was a common sight during
pandemic.



Disaster Management

Sewa International undertook digital initiatives like web 
page, helpline numbers, and chatbox to serve the 
people during the second wave of the pandemic. We 
had received a number of requests from people all 
over the world.

COVID-19 induced fear, worry, and concern giving rise to anxiety, mental stress, and trauma in many people.
Sewa International and ‘ASK’ Bangalore partnered to counsel the affected people. The counsellors were
trained by the National Institute of Mental Health. This was an online service and could be availed by anyone
across India.

covidsewa.com is a noble initiative to help individuals ask questions and raise requests during the time of
the second wave. This portal is developed by Sewa International and Primathon Technologies, two
organizations that are driven by social impact.

To help people during the second wave of the pandemic, Sewa International opened a digital desk. Nearly
850+ inquiries were received about COVID infection. A total of 386+ volunteers with the support of 185
partner organizations ran a 24 hours helpline.

To relieve the strain placed on the Indian healthcare system by the surge in coronavirus cases, the
American Association of Physicians of Indian-Origin (AAPI) and Sewa International has partnered with 
E Global Doctors to provide medical advice for COVID-19 patients from India via teleconsultation. This
online platform gave patients an opportunity to meet privately with volunteer medical professionals, who
offered counseling services.

Digital Sewa 

covidsewa.com

e Global Doctors

Digital Help Desk 

Counselling services

850
Enquiries received

140K
Accounts reached
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Disaster Management

During the second wave of COVID-19, Sewa International
organized a blood donation, sanitisation, and vaccination drive
to curb the impact of the pandemic. A total of 4 blood donation
camps were organized where 174 units of blood were collected.
Nearly 100 volunteers sanitized 1173+ locations throughout
India to stop the virus spread. Over 1800 people were
vaccinated through a vaccination drive.

Sewa International conducted vaccination drives with the support 
of Swathi Mahila Sangha and RV Aster in Karnataka and Delhi. In 
Karnataka, people from the transgender community, sex 
workers, and HIV-positive patients benefitted from the 
vaccination drive. Instruments like BP apparatus, Glucometer, 
Glucostrips, and ECG machine were also used during these 
drives.
 

Vaccination Drives

Blood donation, vaccination, and sanitisation

174
Units of blood

Direct 
beneficiaries 

Indirect 
beneficiaries 

1805+
People vaccinated

750 5000

1173+
Locations sanitised

Sewa International took onus to support healthcare infrastructure
and people by vaccination drive.

Sewa International organized blood donation drive during pandemic
as shortage of blood was critical at that time.
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Disaster Management

The flash flood caused by the glacier burst in Tapovan destroyed the 
lives and livelihoods of numerous people. According to a survey, 290+ 
residents’ livelihood was affected as the Dam sight work and 
agricultural activities were destroyed along the river valley. Many 
families lost their sole bread-earners as well as livestock. 
Sewa International was one of the first organizations to reach the site 
and support the rescue and relief operations. 
The project is a joint effort of Sewa International and Sewa International 
USA. Our long-term plan is to make positive impacts on the lives and 
livelihoods of the people of the affected villages. 

Tapovan Rehabilitation

Sewa International initiated the mission to nurture the lives of the people post
Tapovan disaster.

Women were trained with equipment to reclaim their lives devastated by
Tapovan disaster.

To restore the education of the students post-disaster is of utmost
importance.

Fruit Processing can also be an alternative source of earning a
livelihood.

Tapovan disaster claimed innumerable lives Sewa International
recognised the urgent need of health initiatives.

66
 

17
Villages

304
Farmers

 
People trained

in disaster
management
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Disaster Management

Hifazat Initiative

Border Security Force

Our team distributed Niramayah kits to Delhi police under
the Hifazat initiative on the 9th of Feb 2022. The team went
with 1100 kits to the DCP office, Dwarka where they met
with DCP Shankar Chaudhary. He welcomed this initiative
and said that this would help his fellow policemen from 
beat chowki, police stations, police desks, PCR, etc. to curtail
COVID infection.

Sewa International reached out to Border Security Force’s heroes
on the Indo-Pakistan border to distribute Niramayah kits over a
distance of 1576 kilometres in Jodhpur, Barmer, Chohtan, Suigam,
Rann of Kutch, Dholavira, Rapar, Deesa, Dantiwada, and Sirohi.
Over 400 kits were distributed to border outposts in parallel with
the wiring. Mrs. Parvati Jangid Suthar, also known as BSF’s sister,
spearheaded the initiative with the assistance of Mr. Mohan
Suthar.

Mission Niramayah

95,000+
 

Aarogya Preraks
 

Volunteer Drive
 A volunteer drive for kit packing was organized at our 
Gurugram warehouse on December 18, 2021. This drive 
attracted over 30 volunteers, as well as teams from Sewa 
International and Agarwal Packers and Movers, for a total of 
50 participants. More than 300 kits were packed by the 
volunteers during the day.

Sewa International started Mission Niramayah, for the early detection, prevention, and treatment of COVID 19 among the rural 
population of India. Through this mission, Sewa International is promoting equitable access to healthcare resources.

Support from Asha Workers
Mission Niramayah’s efforts to reach the bottom level have
been greatly aided by Asha workers. Over 500 ASHA
workers were given Niramayah kits in states such as
Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, and Andhra Pradesh. They were
given the Niramayah kits in order to reach out to remote
areas with limited access and serve the community at the
grassroots level. A few of them went above and beyond to
help the families affected by COVID by providing services
round-the-clock. 
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Disaster Management
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79052741

9029

3947

60

870 

6160

200

1067

726

4275

2158

3914

14066

4310

354

3660

8150

3480
2293  1030

 1030

6960

520

130

1000 

Mission Niramayah
Kit Distribution



Disaster Management

The floods in Tamil Nadu in November 2021 hit Chennai and
its surrounding districts viz. Vellore, Kanchipuram, Tiruvallur,
and Chengalpattu very harshly as 3000 + people lost their
homes and more than 500 cattle washed away. Sewa
International decided to carry out relief activities with the help
of Sevabharathi Tamil Nadu as the executing partner.

Tamil Nadu Floods

5000

4000

4000

2000

200

1200

 10,000Direct and

 Blankets distributed

 Tarpaulin sheets distributed

 Grocery kits distributed 

 Plastic mats distributed

 Mosquito nets distributed

 Indirect beneficiaries

A disaster struck region primarily requires essential supplies. 
Sewa International with its flood relief activities in Tamil Nadu.
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Disaster Management

The Ukraine-Russia conflict left thousands of people in a
difficult position, so much so, that many had either left their
homes or are in search of shelter. 
Throughout this engagement, the graphic images of
demolished buildings and affected people leaving cities were
aired. The panic-stricken family members eagerly waited for
their relatives to return home safely. They even asked their
respective governments to carry out extraction. 
Sewa International Europe had taken the initiative to provide
food, shelter, and medicines to the people stuck there. Also, the
on-ground volunteers with the help of the Indian Embassy
worked towards the safe extraction of people. 

Sewa In Ukraine

Sewa installed phone and laptop charging points at many refugee
camps to serve the needy.

Volunteers helped people crossing the border to a safe place while
Ukraine was amidst unimaginable crisis.

Volunteers rose to the ocassion during Ukraine conflict in food and
ration kits distribution.

Volunteers serving on the ground while their lives were at stake during
Ukraine conflict.

People assisted in
crossing the border

Requests received
on 

Sewa helpline
 

Cities served
 

35,000+

2534

18+
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EDUCATION &
SKILL DEVELOPMENT

Sewa International has been actively working in the 
the domain of education and skill development. We 
believe that education and skill development are the 
key components of the rehabilitation of a community. 
As soon as a disaster hits, life and livelihood suffer a 
major loss. Additionally, it is children who are on the 
receiving end of the disaster. Ensuring that the children 
of the community receive adequate and relevant 
education and that young people have equal 
opportunities to make a living, is the cornerstone of 
our philosophy.
Projects like Sponsor A Child, adolescent group training in 
Uttarakhand, PMKK in Uttarakhand, digital literacy, 
entrepreneurship training, etc. are a few of our initiatives 
that are guiding the communities toward their goal.

461

1120 1233

10,178 
Children associated
with Bal Panchayat

Students supported
through

Sponsor A Chid

Students
benefitted from

Junior
Aryabhatta

Trainees in
Pradhan Mantri
Kaushal Kendra



Education & Skill Development

Sewa International with National Skill Development Corporation
(NSDC) has been working in various verticals to empower
women & youth. The idea is to ensure that either they get jobs
or become self-employed. We organized training sessions for 13
key domains including beauty and wellness, healthcare,
education, logistics, IT, agriculture, tourism, etc. Through this,
thousands of women and youth have received training.

Makani Devi age 32, is a resident of Chamba, Tehri, 
Uttarakhand. Her husband is a farmer and the only earning 
member to support a family of five. Realizing that she can 
also earn to support her family, she joined a self-employed 
tailor course at PMKK, Tehri. Within a few months, she 
cleared the course as she was determined to become a 
successful entrepreneur. She proudly owns a tailoring shop 
and is specialized in stitching kids’ and ladies’ garments. She 
would like to learn fashion design and aspires to open a 
ladies’ boutique in the future. She is thankful to the entire 
staff of PMKK for their support. 

Success Story:

 (Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Kendra)

The success stories are what keep us motivated to contribute more toward the
lives of the people.

Trainees during a session on health at PMKK 

Vocational training needs to be made aspirational to transform India 
into the skill capital of the world.

It is important to assess the needs and capacities of the community
before the commencement of training.

PMKK

PMKK Centres

Trainees

Health frontline
warriors trained

8

1233

526
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Education & Skill Development

Gradewise distribution

Over 80,000 children in India have lost both or either of their
parents as a result of COVID-19, and millions have lost their jobs. As
a result, millions of children have received little or no financial
support for their future education.
Sewa International initiated the “Sponsor a Child from COVID
Affected Families (SaC-CAF)” program to assist children in rebuilding
their lives. We provide holistic support, including financial support
to complete their school education and moral support. We
contribute to the children's educational expenses by directly paying
their school fees. 
In India, Sewa International USA’s “Sponsor A Child” program aims
to support underprivileged children’s education in learning centres
located in urban slums, rural areas, and remote tribal areas. The
vast majority of SaC’s children are in a hostel, orphanage, or
residential school. We contributed to sponsored children’s
educational costs, reaching a total of 1120 children. Among those
who benefit are orphans and children from low-income families
whose parents work as maids, day labourers, janitors, taxi drivers,
or roadside vendors.

SAC

Grade 9, 10
20.1 %

Grade 11, 12
7.2 %

(Sponsor a Child)

Grade 1-5
36.7 %

Grade 6-8 
7.2 %

Nursery 
5.1 %

A token of thanks from a young girl to Sewa International. 
We are in pursuit of helping children achieve their dreams.

112018
States Students 
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Education & Skill Development

The computer centre aims to aid in educating young
school children as well as graduate students in their
respective fields. The project initiated by Sewa
International and supported by Oracle serves as a means
to help students reach their goals in life and become self-
sufficient. The project, located at Kartikeya Vidya Kendra,
Greater Noida, and Satrangi Saath NGO, is executed by
conducting various activities. 

Akhil Bhartiya Poorva Sainik Sewa Parishad (ABPSSP) is a non 
Governmental Organization, engaged in activities for the 
upliftment and welfare of ex-servicemen. In the year 2001, they 
created a trust by name of SAINIK PARIWAR KALYAN NYAS 
(SPKN) primarily to look after the welfare of families of ex- 
servicemen, especially those who sacrificed their lives during 
war/counterinsurgency and those who have expired. 
Sewa International has contributed significantly to the ex- 
servicemen’s families since 2019. 55 students have received 
scholarships from the joint efforts of SPKN and Sewa 
International.

Computer Centre

Scholarship for the Children of Army Personnel

107
Students

55
Students 

Sewa International serves ex-servicemen’s children by funding their
education through scholarships.

Sewa International supports computer centres as digital education is the need
of the hour.
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Education & Skill Development

Sewa International with the support of Oracle is working
tirelessly to empower and enhance the skills of rural youths by
providing them with employment opportunities. Sewa Yuva
Udyami Kendra, an information technology-based model for
rural enterprise development in remote villages of the
Himalayas, is operated by skilled youth/groups of youths to
serve the technology-based needs of the community in remote
areas.

Aiming for self-reliance and responsibility, Bal Panchayats have
fostered the feeling of taking initiative. Our Bal Panchayats have
helped spread awareness amongst the children and the people
living in the respective villages.
Bal Panchayat is an initiative run with the support of Oracle in
Uttarakhand, where we facilitate the holistic development of
children between 7-12 years of age at the community level. We
aim at the social, emotional, and cognitive ability development
of the children through participatory activities.

Bal Panchayat

Sewa Yuva Udyami Kendra

The future of India relies on the young generation.
Sewa Yuva Udyami Kendra strives to make this vision a reality.

Bal Panchayat creates leaders for tomorrow who will be self-aware to
solve the future problems.

26
 

213
 

461
Children

5
Centres

Bal Panchayats

Trainees
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Education & Skill Development

Sewa International’s project Akshar Bharati is an initiative to
nurture the reading habits of children between the age group
of 5-15 years from underprivileged and remote areas by
facilitating access to good non-academic literature. We set up
libraries for such children in their localities so that the books
are available when they need them the most. We strongly
believe that quality reading develops the wisdom to make
appropriate choices as one grows which ultimately enhances
the quality of life by becoming better citizens. 

Library on wheels

Most of the children don’t grow up with access to even the most basic
technology.

Computer education, personality development courses, and basic training
on hardware and software are imparted by SYUK.

Sewa International understands the need for technical education for
children.

Empowering underprivileged young children with digital literacy skills
meets a key workforce demand.

Libraries on wheels provide non academic literature to inculcate the
habit of reading.

557
Beneficiaries

1510
New libraries Villages
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Education & Skill Development

43

 10,178 

Teachers

Students 

The project with the support of Oracle is aimed at capacity
building of the teachers at Government Senior Secondary
School, Kherki Daula, Haryana. A need assessment was
carried out in 11 schools and eventually, three of them were
finalized for teacher capacity building. The project was
executed by conducting offline sessions by Sewa International
volunteers, who engaged the teachers in various planned
activities that added value to their teaching experience. The
volunteers used technology-enabled tools to make the
learning process easier for the teachers.

The ‘Junior Aryabhatta’ online program was started in March
2016 under Sewa International’s initiative Akshar Bharati in
Pune, Pimpri Chinchwad, Aurangabad, and Murbad districts of
Maharashtra. 
The objective of the program is to reach out to children who
do not have the resources to learn about the basics of
computers. The program has provided them with laptops
and online classes so that they can keep up with the times
and excel in their respective fields in the future. As of now,
the program is active in Pune, Maharashtra.
Multiple scientific sessions have also been organized in
classrooms to increase the involvement of students in
academics. Various school infrastructure development
programs such as building school toilets, water tanks,
concrete fences, classroom painting, etc. have also been
done in 2021-22.

Junior Aryabhatta

School Adoption

Schools adopted by Sewa International in Delhi NCR to support the
education.

Junior Aryabhatta initiative provides laptops for online classes to the
underserved children.
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HEALTHCARE

Health initiatives of Sewa International are largely 
focused on empowering communities to create solutions 
within the communities. Health camps aim at building 
resilience and mobile medical units work on the principle 
of reaching the unreached. Precisely, a mobile medical 
unit idea envisages a world where health is accessible 
to all. Therefore, the mobile van goes to far-flung areas, 
visiting 24 villages in a month with medicines and basic 
medical test facilities to serve people.
Also, projects like Mission Niramayah and SAATH work 
toward creating a shield for rural and urban India to fight 
the future wave of COVID-19 and promote telemedicine 
respectively.

80+

9950

1826

27,134 
Patients served 
through health 

camps

Handwash stations 

Patients served 
through SAATH
 (Telemedicine

 service)

Girls benefitted
through menstrual

 hygiene camps 



Healthcare

Sewa International USA’s project SHE has been active in Delhi,
Uttar Pradesh, and Karnataka. We have distributed groceries
and supplies to the front-line workers (police, firefighters,
EMS, and hospital staff), as well as underprivileged families
and migrant workers stranded at bus terminals during the
second wave of COVID-19. Throughout 2021-22, our team
responded to urgent needs by delivering items such as face
masks and shields, reusable sanitary pads, water bottles, milk
powder, and food. Furthermore, thanks to our local
partnerships, we were able to build toilets for schools.

Despite the fact that the pandemic has still not subsided
totally, schools all over India have resumed. Sewa International
understands the importance of sanitization. With the support
of Oracle, we have built 80+ handwashing stations that
benefitted 8540 children across Karnataka, as handwashing
stations improve hygiene for thousands and aid in the
prevention of COVID-19 transmission.

SHE

Handwash Stations

Handwash stations

(Sanitisation, Health, and Empowerment)

80+

Sewa International builds toilets in schools to emphasise the importance
of hygiene among young girls.

To curb the infectious pathogens of COVID-19 from spreading among
children, Sewa International installed handwashing stations across India.

1040
Students

15
Schools
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Healthcare

Hygiene & awareness programs have become absolutely
necessary, especially because of the upsurge and contagiousness
of COVID-19 coupled with the ignorance of the masses about the
issue. Our WASH program with the support of Oracle was
introduced to spread awareness about general & menstrual
hygiene in schools and slum areas. 
All the participants in the awareness program learnt about
women’s health & hygiene along with COVID-19 prevention tips.
They also receive free menstrual kits that contain a pouch with 2
reusable cloth sanitary napkins and are demonstrated how to
wash & use these eco-friendly, safe, plastic-free, and low-cost
napkins.

Sewa International with the support of Oracle reaches out to
adolescent girls from rural, urban, and vulnerable communities to
educate and raise awareness about contraception, menstrual
health, and hygiene. We distributed reusable sanitary napkin kits
to the girls and educated them about the myths around menstrual
hygiene that pervaded the society.

WASH

Menstrual Hygiene Camps

1826

Menstrual hygiene
camps

Students 

Sewa International debunks the myths around menstrual health and
hygiene.

Let's answer a few of them. There are thousands of unanswered 
questions when it comes to health and hygiene.

3465
Beneficiaries

25+35
 Health camps
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Healthcare

With an aim to reach the unreached, Sewa Aarogyam, a mobile
medical unit (MMU) with the support of Sewa International
Australia, was started in Rajasthan and Tripura. However, it
was started by Oracle in Uttarakhand. The MMU with a team
of doctors and technicians visits 24 villages 24 days a month to
diagnose, conduct tests, and distribute medicines. Basic
facilities of blood tests, X-rays, and ECG machines are also
available in MMU ensuring timely check-ups and referring
patients to the hospital in case of an emergency. 
Sewa International envisions a disease-free Bharat and in that
pursuit, if the patient can’t reach the hospital, the hospital
(MMU) will reach the patient.

Sewa Aarogyam

Mobile Medical Unit travels in the remotest parts of India to provide basic medical facilities.

The mobile medical unit is equipped with X-ray and ECG machines.

A village gets a chance to avail the services of MMU once in 24 days.

72
Villages

35,600
Patients served
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Healthcare

“A healthy man leads to a healthy family, which leads to a healthy
society.” This is the only way to get to the new India.
SAATH (Supportive Action Across Telemedicine and Healthcare), a public
health initiative of Sewa International provides free access to best-in-class
healthcare via telephonic and video-calling-based consultation partnered
with Axa. 
Our goal is to transform India into a healthcare powerhouse with world-
class medical facilities. We used a variety of strategies to reach out to
every citizen, including door-to-door campaigning, health camps,
International Women’s Day workshops, WhatsApp mobilizations, transit
media advertising, community wall painting, etc.

Access: Ensure free-of-cost access to an inclusive 
telemedicine solution across different sections of 
society. 
Awareness: Build awareness of telemedicine as a
rapidly growing public health solution.
Acceptance: Accelerate the acceptance of 
telemedicine with a high-end technology interface 
and empathetic medical consultations.

SAATH  (Supportive Action Across Telemedicine and Healthcare)

Intern/Volunteer: Recruit local volunteers to help with public awareness
campaigns.

IEC Campaigns include information, education, and communication
campaign even if it takes door-to-door visits.

A beacon of hope: People from slums receive the benefit of telemedicine by calling the general as well as specialist doctors.
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Healthcare

SAATH Launch Events
On September 17, 2021, Union Minister of State for Science and
Technology Jitendra Singh officially inaugurated Sewa International’s
“SAATH” telemedicine facility. Shyam Parande Ji, General Secretary of
Sewa International, spoke to the audience about “SAATH,” a step toward
a new vision of providing free health care to all sections of society.
He also stated that, in collaboration with several non-governmental
organizations, we would establish co-facilities in schools across
the country. Jitendra Singh thanked Sewa International for its
telemedicine service, which has made healthcare more accessible to the
poor. 

On November 28, 2021, the Honourable Governor of Maharashtra, Shri
Bhagat Singh Koshyari met with the Sewa International team to launch
SAATH. He personally tested the SAATH teleconsultation toll-free
number-07969070050 and praised the Sewa Team for its excellent
healthcare service.

On December 21, 2021, Manohar Lal Khattar Ji, Chief Minister of
Haryana, conducted the second launch of SAATH and emphasized the
importance of digital health solutions in the post-COVID-19 world.
Manohar Lal Khattar Ji praised Sewa International’s SAATH project,
which would benefit people across the country.
We added a new specialist medical advice via teleconsultation after a
successful 5-month pilot run. We expanded the system’s services to
include dermatologists, orthopaedic surgeons, paediatricians, and
gynaecologists. A panel of prominent speakers launched the services:

Dr. VK Paul, NITI Aayog member
Dr. Dhananjay Sagdeo, Padma Shri Awardee and Social Worker
Dr. Sanjay K Rai, Senior Professor at AIIMS
Dr. Anurag Mairal, Professor of Medicine, Stanford University
Dr. Alfred Beil, Chief Medical Officer, AXA Group
Ms. Odette Cesari, Head of Business Development, AXA Life and Health
International Solutions
Derek Nazareth, Head of Global Operations and Country Head, AXA XL India
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Healthcare

The strength of a health centre lies with the people that are associated with it. Sewa ensures a medical specialist along with other trained
staff for best medical facilities.

Sewa International has set up Aarogyam+ (E-Health
centres) with Oracle's support at three locations:
Haapla (Chamoli), Makkumath, & Kotma
(Rudraprayag) of Uttarakhand. Health services such
as sugar tests, blood pressure, dressing of wounds,
and nebulizer facility are available at these centres.
Other than that, health care products such as various
tonics with immense nutritional value and
supplements are also available at these centres for
the locals. 

Sewa International with the support of Sewa International USA
and the US-India Strategic Partnership Forum (USISPF) aims to
improve the quality of healthcare in the Surendranagar and
Morbi districts of Gujarat. Deprived of basic healthcare
facilities, the people of these districts are helpless in case of
medical emergencies. The primary health centres are either
short of staff or ill-equipped. 

SHAPE 

Aarogyam+

(Strengthening Healthcare Amenities in Public-health Ecosystem)

Need assessment was done before launching SHAPE as the community
struggles with basic healthcare infrastructure.

3
Health centres

1049
Patients

4
 

9 
PHCs Lakhs potential 

community 
outreach
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Healthcare

Sewa International with the support of Oracle has set up
numerous health camps in Maharashtra. The camps were
set up with the objective of comprehensive health check-
ups for people in urban slums, villages, tribal areas, and
vulnerable communities. General health check-ups, blood
pressure, random sugar & haemoglobin, and a special
focus on women and the elderly are the key attributes of
the health camps. The prime focus was laid upon ensuring
doorstep health diagnostic facilities for the vulnerable
communities in the COVID- 19 affected rural/ tribal/urban
slum regions.

The session organized by Sewa International was 
taken by Dr. RP Bhatt. He is the ex-director-general of health, 
in Uttarakhand. He interacted with frontline warriors, 
adolescent girls, teachers, students, and societal leaders to 
spread awareness on healthy habits to opt for during COVID- 
19. The rumors regarding the 3rd wave of COVID-19 were 
busted throughout the session. 

Sanchita Jain is a professional counsellor, who discussed the Mental health conditions pre, during, and post COVID. She 
discussed the various mental states and the possible triggering thoughts and solutions for each state. 

The session was taken by Smt. Rajeshwari Kaitheth, a 
renowned dietician and social activist. She shared the 
healthy ways of cooking local food of Uttarakhand. 

Health Camps

Health Awareness Webinar Series

Importance of a healthy diet : 

Understanding the scenario of COVID 19: 

Ensuring well-being pre, during, and post COVID-19: 

Regular health camps ensures whether a community is exposed to certain
diseases.

Sewa International leveraged the opportunity of online webinar sessions
and informed hundreds about COVID-19.

The pattern of ailments observed through health camps can be used in
devising treatment methods. 

969950
Patients Health camps
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Healthcare

Sewa International Bharat with Sewa International USA and 
Kalam Foundation has set up a 10-bed polyclinic and isolation 
centre in the old city of Hyderabad and Telangana. It was set 
up to offer basic consultation and medical treatments to 
needy people. Subsequently, we set up medical check-up 
camps and a door-to-door awareness drive. This polyclinic has 
proved a boon to the local people.

Swami Vivekananda Medical Mission, Wayanad, Kerala with the 
support of Sewa International is catering to the needs of the 
rural and tribal population of Wayanad. During the second 
wave of the pandemic, nearly 198 medical camps were 
organized, 15 vaccination drives were set up, and an 
ambulance was purchased for medical camps in tribal areas.

SVMM

Kalam Polyclinic

(Swami Vivekananda Medical Mission)

SVMM is the pillar of strength in Wayanad, Kerala serving communities for
years.

3000+

198

1350  Patients

10,196
Patients

Indirect
beneficiaries

Health
camps
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Healthcare

AAROGYA - Ram Gehani Centre for Nature Cure is situated
at RIWATCH Campus Roing, Lower Dibang Valley,
Arunachal Pradesh. It was inaugurated by Hon’ble Dy. Chief
Minister of Arunachal Pradesh, Shri Chowna Mein and Shri
Alo Libang, Hon’ble Minister for Health and Family Welfare,
Arunachal Pradesh, and a galaxy of dignitaries of national
and international importance on 10th April 2021.
A double-storeyed building having eight rooms with all
basic facilities has been supported by Sewa International. 

Girls put less focus on their health mostly because of a lack
of proper awareness. To spread awareness, Sewa
International with Oracle has set up 50 Adolescent Girls’
Groups in Chamoli and Rudraprayag districts of Uttarakhand
where regular sensitization activities related to health are
organized. We also hold mental health counselling sessions
with them to understand their psychological needs. 

Aarogya - RIWATCH

Adolescent Health Program

Finding the cure for ailments through ancient Indian medical practices. 

Young girls learn the basics of their adolescence needs through sessions and activities.

198

50
Adolescent Groups

Adolescent girls
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Healthcare

To cater to the basic healthcare needs of the rural populace,
village-level health groups have been formed in 40 villages
in the Rudraprayag and Chamoli districts of Uttarakhand
with the support of Oracle. Comprising only women, the
prime focus of the group members is to support local
people in emergencies and provide first aid when necessary.
Every month the group members sit together and discuss
the health scenario of their respective villages. 

National Nutrition Mission, National Food Security Mission,
Zero hunger Program, and Food Fortification – are initiatives
aimed at solving the nutrition issues in India. Still, the
problem persists as the solutions available on the ground
are often overlooked. 
Sewa International through its Nutrition Training Camps in
Uttarakhand trained local people to cook a variety of
nutritious food with available food grains such as Mandua
Pan Cake, Dhokla, Soybean Chila, Vegetable Salad, Chana
Chat, etc. These foods are full of nutrients and keep one’s
nutrition in balance. Since home-cooked food is nutritious, it
best helps children to be healthy. The project is supported by
Oracle.

Sewa Swasthya Samiti

Nutrition Training

SHGs are trained to keep their basic healthcare needs fulfilled.

Essential nuttrients from the diet will prevent various diseases.

Women are trained to use local grains to make healthy dishes. 

16

554

298

21

Training
sessions

Women
beneficiaries

Meetings
organized

Nutrition 
training camps
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LIVELIHOOD

Sewa International’s livelihood projects are initiated 
after assessing the needs of the communities. 
Programs such as Tailoring, Mahila Jyoti, wool craft, 
etc. are aimed at enhancing the capabilities of the 
community to make a living. Projects like Micro-
enterprises, in which small processing units are 
installed, are based on providing livelihood 
opportunities to an individual which in turn benefits 
a community. Our interventions also aim at 
creating an environment for entrepreneurial skills 
to flourish.

500

235

460

700
Products

manufactured in
knitting

Individuals benefitted
through 14 new

micro-enterprises

Beneficiaries from 
tailoring centre

Women 
participated in 

woollen training



Livelihood

Microenterprise units are aimed at providing sustainable
livelihood opportunities to the local people. Sewa
International runs the initiative with the support of Oracle.
Under this initiative, 5 portable rice mills, 2 pulse
processing mills, 1 cashew processing unit, egg settler, and
2 hatching units in Maharashtra, 2 Jaggery processing units,
and 1 tamarind processing unit (2 machines) in Karnataka
have been established in accordance with the local needs.
Since the second wave of COVID-19, people have migrated
back to their homes and micro-enterprise units have
helped them to make a living. 

Sewa International with the support of Oracle is
developing Model Migrant Villages to integrate the skills
of the migrant community with local potential in a
participatory manner. This will also result in increased
opportunities for rural income generation activities and
create a model for other migrants to return to their
respective villages. 7 villages have been selected to
implement the project where the migrant community is
involved in making designer products of ringal (bamboo),
fruit processing, and performing with traditional band
equipment. We have provided the necessary tools and
equipment to the respective community as per their
needs. 

Model Migrant Village

Community Driven Micro-enterprises

A small unit of micro enterprises can atleast support 2-3 families.

Sewa International identifies the needs and capacities of the communities
to generate livelihood.

700

50

14
Beneficiaries

Trainees

New micro-
enterprises
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 Livelihood

Sewa International has been working for the empowerment 
of women artisans in Kutch. Post-earthquake (2001) in Bhuj, 
Gujarat, Sewa has been extensively engaged in the 
upliftment of poor people especially women through various 
social welfare programs as well as enterprising activities. 
The description of the major activities includes running Sewa 
International Design & Development Centre (SIDDC) for 
value-added products, an entrepreneur development 
program for promoting self-employment, exposure visits to 
new areas, and technical training programs to teach new 
skills.

Sewa International with the support of Oracle is training
women in tailoring to make them self-sufficient by
establishing their enterprise. Free tailoring classes were
conducted across 4 locations in Karnataka. Each batch
underwent an exhaustive three-month training program to
learn techniques of cutting & stitching producing masks,
bags, sanitary napkins, pouches, dresses, and other
saleable products. This would give them an opportunity to
utilize their skills and talent to earn a living.

Women artisans

Tailoring Centre

 72
Trainees

Tailoring centres are making women self sustained and enterpreneurs.

The world is not unknown to the Kutch craft. Sewa International facilitates
women of Kutch to earn livelihood by honing their skills.

4500
LocationsWomen

trainees
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Livelihood

The Bhotiyas are high-altitude nomadic people of the 
Himalayan region. Since ancient times, their primary 
occupation was sheep and goat rearing. They are 
exceptionally good at making traditional woollens and have 
enjoyed a monopoly in the business for quite some time as 
their high-quality products are long-lasting.
ONGC Foundation with Sewa International has initiated the
purchasing process of table looms, raw wool, and spinning 
wheels for organizing more design and development training 
.with the women of the Bhotiya Community 

Wool Craft

Bhotiyas woollen handicrafts program is a way to empower women of the
community.
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 14 270
Villages Beneficiaries

Sewa Mahila Jyoti is initiated to empower local women of
Uttarakhand through livelihood training. Women of
Uttarakhand have been endowed with a knack for creating
products from local arts and crafts. With a little training and
management, the products are ready to be sold in the
markets.  
The project which is supported by Oracle has encouraged
local arts and crafts like knitting, natural dyeing, ringal
(Bamboo) products by promoting and marketing them to
create their demand. From providing the raw material to
making products, and eventually marketing them online or
through the exhibition, thus creating a whole supply
channel.

Sewa Mahila Jyoti 

Tailoring centres are making women self sustained and enterpreneurs.

1123114
ProductsTraining sessions



 Livelihood

The old methods are supported by the introduction of tools and machines.

 460
Women Artisans

Women are trained in financial and digital literacy to keep up with the times.

Women empowerment and entrepreneurship program has
been running with the support of the NASSCOM Foundation
in Uttarakhand. Nearly 760 women entrepreneurs from
Chamoli and Rudraprayag districts have been trained in
digital and financial literacy. They have learnt the
components and basic usage of digital devices and advanced
payment systems such as UPI and card-based payments. 

Women Empowerment
& Entrepreneurship Program
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Livelihood

(Sanitisation, Health, and Empowerment - Covid Affected Families)

Sewa International USA with partnership of SITAL Parivar Bay
Area serves trans lives by offering market-driven livelihood
courses and supporting micro-enterprises run by
transgender communities.
The projects include a beautician training centre, tailoring
/embroidery training centre, and support to establish
bakery/restaurants where both sales & training for culinary
arts are included. The micro-enterprises viz., water treatment
plants, xerox shop, etc. are also supported.

The pandemic claimed a large number of lives in India and
around the world. It affected people not only through virus
infection but also through economic and mental distress.
Many women lost their spouses leaving them traumatized
for life and financially crippled. Sewa International with Sewa
International USA actively supports women who want to be
self-employed and earn a living in order to have a sense of
self-identity. 736 have completed the training and become
self-employed. Initiatives like SHE-CAF which runs in 12
states of India will raise awareness and send ripples
throughout society, empowering women who have suffered
significant losses and are ready to reclaim control of their
lives.

SHE-CAF

Transforming Transgenders' Lives

SHE-CAF is actively working to support COVID affected families by providing
them a chance to earn a living.

SITAL Parivar Bay has been empowering transgenders by providing livelihood
opportunities.

818

736

StatesLivelihood
projects

Women
trainees
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Rajasthan 
Tailoring and Embroidery - 50

Karnataka 
Tailoring & embroidery – 137 
Beauty & wellness – 50 
Computer & accounting – 15 
Regional skill - 
Kaudi blankets – 23 
Weaver’s support - 10

Kerala 
Medicinal Plant training – 10 
Tailoring – 10
Aquaculture- 10

Himachal Pradesh 
Computer Training – 2

Bridal Makeup & Mehendi-3

Maharashtra 
Tailoring & embroidery - 32 
Beauty & wellness - 65

Tailoring
Computer centre
Tally & Accounting
Beauty & wellness
Makeup Artist course
Regional skill development programs 
such as Kasuti & Nakshi, Kantha 
embroidery, Kaudi blankets, Kalamkari, 
leather puppets, etc.
Weaver empowerment
Livestock rearing
Microenterprise setup- papads & 
pickles, jam, sweets & bakery, making 
products from cow milk and cow dung.

SHE-CAF Training and Placements:

Key Statistics of Completed Trainings PAN India 

Training sessions in multiple disciplines help women to hone their skills.

 Livelihood
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Gujarat 
Microenterprise (making 
Products from cow dung 
and cow milk) - 40

Uttar Pradesh 
Tailoring & embroidery – 22

Bridal Makeup & Mehendi -39

Meghalaya 
Computer training– 34

West Bengal 
Weaver’s support – 53

Odisha 
Goat Rearing– 81

Andhra Pradesh 
Kalamkari painting– 25 

Leather puppets - 25



AGRICULTURE

The diverse nature of the land and agro-climatic zones 
make India a country with rich and varied crop patterns. 
Sewa International is primarily working in Uttarakhand 
and Tripura in the domain of agriculture. Uttarakhand 
has initiatives like community farming, HARELA (organic 
farming), seed bank, and Himsampada-a farmers’ 
producer company that caters to the needs of the local 
community. Integrated Fish farming in Tripura focuses on 
the goal to provide opportunities to the local people 
wherein people are provided with a pond, fingerlings,
and piglets. The locals are trained in pig rearing and 
other aspects of fish farming to obtain sustainable 
produce.

174

165 2010

1537
Farmers benefitted 
through Seed Bank

Farmers benefitted 
from SKSK 

Producers with 
Himsampada

Farmers benefitted 
through HARELA



6100
VillagesFish farmers

Agriculture

A volunteer talking to a farmer and explaining him the benefits of Integrated Fish Farming.

Integrated Fish Farming
Pond-based fish farming is an added advantage to the
households in rural Tripura for food security and an alternative
income-generating activity. Sewa International with SBI
Foundation and Central Institute of freshwater aquaculture (CIFA)
provides proper training and guidance to fish farmers along with
integrated practices like piggery and can potentially earn 50-70%
profit from these practices.

100 beneficiaries were given 10 kg of lime to apply in the pond.
Financial assistance to individual fish farmers in the form of fingerlings, Agri-
horticulture samplings, and piglet donations.
Vegetable seeds of Brinjal, Bottle gourd, Pumpkin and Coepea beans were also
distributed among all the beneficiaries.
Spade, cutter, and bamboo basket were given during the month of January 2022.
Supported farmers in network building and market linkages.

Activities:

Sewa International provides farmers of Tripura with fresh fingerlings and
training to generate an income.
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Agriculture

Seed Bank

Onion and Garlic

Koni 
Bhanjira 
Lal Dhan
China 
Jhangora
Manduwa

Commercial seeds - 

Traditional seeds- 

Developing Seed Banks and empowering communities to work
as quality seed grower is one of the key initiatives that can help
sustain Himalayan agriculture. Thus, our major focus lies in
producing quality organic seeds which are unique to the
Himalayan agro-climatic zone. This will also prove to be an effort
to preserve and promote the traditional Himalayan crops. The
project initiated by Sewa International has been running with
the support of Oracle.

The benefits are multifold: Production of quality organic seeds and farmers can procure seeds at a much cheaper rate.

Apart from procuring seeds, it is crucial to have training sessions for
using seeds judiciously.

145174
KG of seeds
distributed

Farmers
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(Himalayan Agriculture Rejuvenation and Enhancement of Livelihood for Agri-preneurs)

Agriculture

HARELA 
HARELA is aimed at making organic farming prevalent in
Uttarakhand with the support of ONGC. Organic farming reduces
soil erosion, decreases nitrate leaching into groundwater and
surface water, and recycles animal wastes back into the farm,
the effect of which is multifold and futuristic. 
Harela follows 3T-s for functionality, i.e. Training, Tools, and
Technology. A number of traditional farming practices have been
restored. Direct marketing along with other practices such as
organic seed sowing, and the replacement of human labour with
technology has helped farmers gain profits. 

 

Hands-on training is the key when it comes to organic farming. Farmers learn the best practices needed to make organic farming a successful pursuit.

Organic farming is labour intensive and requires constant vigilance.

153773
Women traineesTraining 

sessions
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Agriculture

(Sewa Krishi Sansadhan Kendra)SKSK 
The greatest challenge for farmers of the Himalayas is the lack of
innovation in designing farm machinery according to their needs.
The aim of our Sewa Krishi Sansadhan Kendra (SKSK) is to
provide cutting-edge farming tools and equipment to rural
farmers so that they can get the best out of their agricultural
land. 
To support the farmers, Sewa International and Oracle have set
up nine (9) Krishi Sansadhan Kendra in Urgam, Badagaon, and
Tapovan, Uttarakhand. These centres are equipped with tools
and farm machinery such as a power weeder, grass-cutter, chain
saw, plough, knapsack sprayer, spade, hoe, sickle, garden rack,
hand rack, water sprinkler, multipurpose scissors, and high-yield
seeds. Since the inception of SKSK centres, local farmers have
started using the equipment and obtained exceptional results.

Agriculture has come a long way. Farmers can rent tools from SKSK centres to enhance productivity.

Training sessions help farmers gauge the needs and precise implemen- 
tation of the equipment.

400 16009 11
Farmers Indirect

beneficiaries
Centres Equipment

training
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Agriculture

Community Farming

Soil testing done on 9 farms
1800 saplings planted 

Community Farming aims at capacity building of the Himalayan
Farmers for sustainable development of agriculture. As small
landowners join their lands and receive training & tools along
with infrastructure development, their farm produce boosts
exponentially by doubling their income in two years. The program
is currently active in many clusters such as Tapovan, Urgam,
Pokhri, Simli, etc. in Uttarakhand with the support of VAGF
(Vaibhav Ashok Goyal Foundation). Fencing, electric shocker,
farming tools, and water tank have been distributed to set up the
community farm. 

Small landowners can now reap the benefits from joining their lands 
for farming. 

Women join their lands for shared labour and production. It helps not only in increased production but also in building a community.

36 952.5 10
Farms utilized 

for seed sowing
FarmersTonnes of 

vegetables 
produced

Community
farms
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Agriculture

Himsampada
Himsampada is a centralized marketing support system for local
farm produce. It is a farmer-producer company based in
Uttarakhand with 2010 women producers as the shareholders
and board members. They take care of the procurement,
processing, and sales of farm produce.

Himsampada: An agro producer company that is run entirely by women.

201070
ProducersTonnes organic

produce
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Climate change is posing a threat to all life on earth. Much 
of it can be curbed or delayed by following sustainable 
practices and living in harmony with nature. Needless to say 
that floods, droughts, storms, heat waves, and increased 
sea levels are consequences of irresponsible human 
activities.
Sewa International’s initiatives PRAWAH is aimed at 
rejuvenating the Himalayan river. This initiative covers 
mobilization drives, awareness camps, and cleanliness 
drives to educate the masses about the importance of the
environment. Similarly, the Arecnut project in Tripura is 
based on making disposable plates from the leaves of the 
Arecanut plant. The sustainable model aims at making the 
world a better place by providing employment to the local 
people.

559 1806
Participants in 

PRAWAH
Products from

Arecanut
plant

Environmental Action



Environmental Action

(Participatory Rejuvenation, Afforestation, & Waste-management 
Along Himalayan-springs)

Himalayan rivers account for nearly two-thirds of India’s
national river flows and 43 per cent of India’s population
depends on Ganga for their water needs. Bearing in mind
the loss of life and livelihood an ecological imbalance can
incite due to the overexploitation of rivers, Sewa
International has been running PRAWAH project to
rejuvenate the Himalayan rivers. Community mobilization,
training, and awareness camps are indispensable parts of
PRAWAH.

The best out of the waste project was commenced in North
Tripura keeping in mind that Arecanut trees are found in
high numbers there. However, sheaths are left unused after
extracting nuts from them.
We have installed an Arecanut plant to produce disposable
plates from sheaths. The idea is to utilize these sheaths to
transform them into some useful material that is eco-friendly
as well. The manufacturing waste of Arecanut sheaths may
also be used for vermicompost, dry fodder for animals,
biofuel, etc.

PRAWAH

Arecanut Plant

Serving the ecosystem of the HImalayas by rejuvenating rivers.

Creating opportunities from the waste that can be recycled and reused.

1806
Products

55930
ParticipantsMeetings 

conducted
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Events

The events organised by Sewa International are based on 
providing a platform to the people who come from the 
de- development sector and served people in different 
capacities. In International Sewa Baithak, participants 
joined from all over the world to highlight the 
contribution made by their Sewa units. Along with that, 
we started Sewa Samwaad to invite people associated 
with the development sector and share their stories.
Sewa International organized two conferences in the 
year 2021-22. Conferences on disaster management and 
human trafficking were aimed at collaboration, 
networking, and spreading awareness among the 
masses.
Fyunli Kauthig, our annual event is celebrated on 
International women’s day. The participation of women 
of Uttarakhand in Fyunli Kauthig increases every year 
and their presence is the testimony of our success which 
is owed to the women of Uttarakhand for their 
perseverance and passion.

390+

3,56,832

33 

500+
Funds raised 

through concert

Participants in
Conferences 

Countries participated 
in International Sewa 

Baithak

Women participated 
   in Fyunli Kauthig



Events

ISB 2021 (International Sewa Baithak)

"Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much."
-Helen Keller

International Sewa Baithak 2021 is the seventh triennial meet for
the global Sewa movement to come together, reflect, and plan the
journey ahead. The ISB 2021 was a great enhancement to our
knowledge, skills, and values. The meeting was a combination of
discourse on skill development and brain-storming sessions. 
2021 Baithak was organized with the mission of Sewa with 33 
countries and more than 250 participants. This 9-day-long Baithak
was an effort to inculcate the idea of Sewa among the youth and
streamline the idea of Sewa, growth, and development of an
individual in a country. The purpose of the Baithak was to discuss
the role of Sewa International in the global development narrative,
reflect on the actions and achievements of all the participating
countries, and also revisit and analyze the journey since the last
Baithak. All 33 countries shared their respective work done in the
last 3 years, focus areas, and success stories. They also shared their
outline of a plan of action for the next 2 years. ISB 2021 focussed
on developing the idea of Sewa further, providing a thought and
action framework on the same.

33 20

1 264

48

ParticipantsVision

Countries

Hours

Presenters
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The panellists joined the baithak online from all over the world.



Member, Disability NITI Aayog

Padma Shri Awardee, Social Worker

Founder, SEARCH

Founder, Sulabh International

Member of CBC, Govt of India Environmental activist

Chief Medical Officer, SVMM

Waterman of India, Social Worker

Events

Sewa Samwaad

Mahesh Sharma

Phoolbasan Bai Ji

Dr. Indumathi Rao

Dr. Abhay Bang

Bindeshwar Pathak

Dr. R Balasubramaniam

Rajendra Singh

Dr. Vandana Shiva

Dr. Dhanajay Sagdeo

One learns as one goes and one unlearns as one grows. The aim of Sewa Samwaad is to understand the stories
behind the bright spots of change, develop an image of change, what it takes to build a community and a good
social project, and innovate by understanding the knowledge, temperament, and skills required to build on a
development project.
Sewa Samwaad was initiated in the month of July. Various stalwarts of the development sector have shared their 
experiences and learnings from their journey of change until now. Different NGOs, students of various institutions,
and other budding changemakers of the society.

The Keynote speakers so far:

Padma Shri Awardee, Social Worker
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Events

Scan to watch

Umeed ke Sur
The death tally in India due to COVID-19 crossed 300,000. COVID19
had spread into the villages of Uttarakhand and even with the
decentralised coronavirus policy, it was difficult to get hold of this
infection in remote areas which already had inadequate healthcare
infrastructure. Sewa International, committed to its mission of
serving humanity in distress worked in an all-inclusive, integrated
manner with various stakeholders within and outside India to
counter the immediate impact of the pandemic. The traumatic
second wave showed that there is a need for more resilient, agile,
innovative, and collaborative systems which can hold the rural
healthcare infrastructure. 
Believing that collaboration is the key in our battle with the
pandemic, Sewa International had organised an online fundraiser
concert with famous singer Jubin Nautiyal titled: ‘Help Himalayas
Breathe’. The outreach of the event was done by Jubin himself
through different channels of social media.

The concert video was released on world music day by Jubin
Nautiyal on youtube.

445
Registrations

3,56,832
Funds raised
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Jubin Nautiyal, famous bollywood singer, performing live for a noble 
cause.



Events

Fyunli Kauthig

To celebrate womanhood, the 7th edition of Fyunli Kauthig
(International Women’s Day) was held on 8th March at eight
places in the Chamoli and Rudraprayag districts of
Uttarakhand with the support of Oracle. The Chief Guest of
the program
was Pragna Parande, a member of the Central Child Protection
Commission and a senior advocate of the Supreme Court, Dr.
Harshwanti Bisht, a famous mountaineer and Arjuna Awardee,
and Poonam Rawat Hahne, Founder of Fernweh Travels. Sewa
International honoured 16 women for their exemplary
work in the fields of environment conservation, women
empowerment, education, health, public welfare, and sports
with shawls, mementoes, and citations. Around 500 women
panchayat representatives belonging to women’s self-help
groups as well as Sewa International volunteers actively
participated in the Fyunli Kauthig celebration.

500+
Women participated

International Women’s day is celebrated as Fyunli Kauthig every
year by Sewa International.
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Events

CHETNA (Conference on Human Exploitation and Trafficking for National Awareness)

Smt. Jyotika Kalra, Member, National Human Rights 
Commission

• Sh. Rajkumar Ranjan Singh, Minister of State, Ministry of 
       External Affairs
• Sh. Harsh Chouhan, Chairperson, National Commission for 
       Schedule Tribe

• Sh. Arun Sobti, Deputy Secretary, Ministry of Home Affairs
• Sh. Neil Giles CEO, Traffick Analysis Hub
• Smt. Piu Mondal, Survivor Leader
• Smt. Kriti Bharti, Founder, Saarthi Trust
• Sh. Mahdy Hassan, National Programme Officer – Human 
       Trafficking and Migrant Smuggling, UNODC
• Sh. Saurabh Shah, Director, Power Finance Commission Ltd. 
       (PFC)
• Sh. Matt Friedman, CEO, Mekong Club
• Sh. P Vijayan, IPS
• Sh. Ravi Kant, Founder, Shakti Vahini
• Sh. Pradeep Rai, Advocate, Vice-President, Supreme Court 
       Bar Association

The two-day conference was organized on the 4th and 5th March
2022 in New Delhi with the aim of reflecting on India’s efforts in
combatting human trafficking. This included identifying its
contemporary challenges under the aegis of Azaadi 
Ka Amrit Mahotsav. The two days comprised incisive and insightful
sessions on various issues of Human Trafficking which included
organ trafficking, child marriage, online trafficking, and rehabilitation
interventions during COVID-19. More than 100 participants and 30
distinguished panellists graced the event with their presence.
Stakeholders included govt officials, police, legal fraternity, media,
private sector, first responders, civil society leaders, researchers,
ground implementers, policymakers, etc. The conference launched
our report on online trafficking titled ‘Hidden Tsunami: Digital
Trafficking in India’ which focused on Technology facilitated
Trafficking and responsibility of online platforms in India.

Key note speakers:
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30+100+
Distinguished

panellists
Participants

Sh. Rajkumar Ranjan Singh, Minister of State, Ministry of External 
Affairs addressing the conference.

The participants attending the session to understand the depth of
Human Trafficking.



Events

Chief Guests:

Chairpersons

Keynote Speakers

• Dr. Anil K Gupta, Director of COEs & Projects, Head of   Division, 
International Cooperation, NIDM 
• Dr. Suresh Jain,  Founder, Acylin Therapeutics

• Sh. Hari Babu Srivastava, Director General (Technology
Management), DRDO
• Dr. Indira Khurana, Vice Chairperson, Tarun Bharat Sangh
• Maj Gen Ajay Seth,  VSM (Retd.)

• Prof. Sachin Chaturvedi, Director General, RIS
• Dr G. Satheesh Reddy, Chairman, DRDO 

• Sh. Santosh Gangwar, Members of Parliament, Lok Sabha
• Sh. Pratap Chandra Sarangi, Members of Parliament, Lok 
Sabha 

Guest of Honour:

• Narendra Bundela, Inspector General, NDRF 
• Lt Gen Syed Ata Hasnain (Retd), Member, NDMA 

The Conference on Disaster Management organised on 28th, 29th
and 30th March 2022 under the aegis of Azaadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav
along with our partners VESIM, Ministry of Road, Transport and
Highways, Oracle and the Indian Council of Social Science Research
(ICSSR). The conference encouraged dialogue on the contemporary
challenges confronted by stakeholders and their evolving role in the
disaster management ecosystem. The conference provided a
platform to discuss the extraordinary wealth of knowledge and
practical abilities that exists today about disaster risk reduction. It
was an opportunity for the stakeholders to redefine disaster
management strategies. A consensus was built on a disaster
management framework which integrated technology, supported
capacity building and facilitated community resilience through
traditional knowledge mapping. The conference witnessed the
participation of 40 panellists, 290 participants, more than 20
organisations, and 110 recommendations.

Conference on Disaster Management
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NDRF team displaying CPR technique that is crucial in case of an 
emergency.

The participants discussing about disaster management with one 
another.

110290
RecommendationsParticipants



Sewa International in Media
Sewa International has been covered in National, International, and Regional media extensively.
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Women 
Empowerment

Health

Education & Skill 
Development

Livelihood Projects

Disaster Management 
Projects
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GovernmentOverseas Corporate Others

91.20%

7.20%

0.71% 0.71%

Donations 
Category 

Wise

Components 
of expenses 
on domain 

wise

Financial Reports

Financial Reports

Environment

COVID

Tribal Welfare

Other Social 
Welfare Projects



 ₹ 76,62,310

 ₹ 98,28,43,897

 ₹ 4,89,36,159.9

 ₹ 1,22,08,499.95

 ₹ 7,93,95,569

 ₹ 1,01,89,061

 ₹ 43,83,33,455

 ₹ 3,20,99,456

 ₹ 9,14,326

 ₹ 15,00,30,314

 ₹ 61,81,258

 ₹ 3,16,89,548

 ₹ 73,06,49,579 Total

4.33%

100%

0.84%

20.53%

0.12%

4.39%

59.99%

1.39%

1.67%

6.69%

 ₹ 1,22,94,056

 ₹ 1,08,21,95,832

Government 

Corporate

Others

Total

Overseas

 Education and Skill Development 

Women Empowerment

Disaster Management

Health

Livelihood

Tribal Welfare

COVID

Environment

Other Social Welfare Projects

Donations Category Wise

Components of expenses on domain wise

Financial Reports
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Total

Liabilities Current Year (Rs.)  Previous Year (Rs.) 

Capital

₹28,70,001.00   ₹28,70,001.00   

₹46,57,93,705.99   ₹15,20,17,290.46  

₹15,00,000.00    ₹15,00,000.00     

₹1,02,07,251.00 ₹1,02,07,251.00  

₹28,65,528.29  

₹73,685.00   

₹1,40,466.39 

₹2,42,091.50 

₹4,08,638.03  

₹36,806.00 

₹2,74,820.78  

₹1,05,366.50   

Income and Expenditure 

Loan From NSDC

Medical Fund (Niti Chada)

Long Term Borrowings

Current Liabilities and 
provisions

Sundry Creditors 

Other Expenses Payable 

Interest Payable  on Loan- 
NSDC

Statutory Dues Payable

Corpus Fund Brought Forward

₹16,74,20,173.77 ₹48,36,92,729.17   

Financial Reports
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Balance Sheet

As on 31/03/2022  As on 31/03/2021 



Total

ASSETS Current Year (Rs.)  Previous Year (Rs.) 

Fixed Assets ₹3,64,93,047.21 

₹36,87,426.00  

₹13,06,33,775.66  

₹49,43,448.00  

₹27,44,23,349.00   ₹8,70,85,850.00    

₹69,33,479.00   ₹1,37,86,530.00  

₹25,74,851.04  

₹3,17,600.00 

₹1,65,64,100.51  

₹4,21,591.90 

₹2,23,15,124.06 

₹3,22,554.90  

₹1,28,94,434.16   

₹25,24,292.46 

₹1,39,357.00  

₹8,105.00   

₹23,81,228.04 

₹2,33,800.00 

Investments

Current Assets

Cash in Hand

Balance with Banks

FDR with Bank

Interest Accrued on FDs 
But not Received

Income Tax  Receivable

Security Deposits

Advances

Donation Receivable

Prepaid Expenses

Cash in Hand

Cash at Bank

Capital Work in Progress

₹16,74,20,173.77 ₹48,36,92,729.17  

As on 31/03/2022  As on 31/03/2021 

Financial Reports
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Balance Sheet



Our Partners



Our Partners



Undeterred: He stands fearless in the 
face of adversity.

Scan Me
to know more 

about our 
Projects



Empowering women: Imparting 
digital literacy to ease transactions.

Scan Me
to find out more 

about our 
women

empowerment
projects



Promoting Volunteerism: A volunteer
during a plantation drive in Delhi NCR.

Scan Me
to find out more 

about our 
women

empowerment
projects
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